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Abstract— We give an interface between clients to put 

anything on lease or get anything on lease. By utilizing this 
web-based leasing framework any client can put their 

clothes, accessories, home appliance which they can't utilize 

again further. Preferred position of utilization this leasing 

framework all that squandered thing which are not ready to 

utilize that everything makes usable. A creating nation may 

well attempt to be moralized in the event that its present 

online business adequately and proficiently [1].A 

demonstrated subtleties configuration must be utilized in 

request to improve ease of use. When the model has 

finished, an assessment will be directed so as to assess the 

viability of the rules [2].A quick development in E-business 

market is found in ongoing time all through the world. With 
consistently expanding not oriety of online shopping, debit 

card extortion and individual data security are significant 

worries for customers, merchants and bank explicitly on 

account of CNP (card not present) [8].Be that as it may, the 

utilization of these orders in AI has required the 

advancement of numerous upgrades also, expansions. 

Among the most dominant of these are the techniques for 

computational rationale [4]. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Personalized Renting System is the e- commerce portal 

which is the place for online marketing hub that involves 

three areas i.e. (1) Administrator, (2) Person owing Rent, (3) 

Person taking rent. It is very good concept in the recent 

marketing area. That also boosts the economy at micro as 

well as macro level. 

It is the interface which connects two people for 

exchange of their wills – one receiving rent of thing and one 

receiving the money in exchange. It provides the base for 
the to find their necessity of thing for rent easily and at fast 

pace and which consumes low effort to find any good and 

willful product for rent. 

The portal has many components primarily include 

the catalog that is well organized form which include things 

and stuff like vehicles, house, land, dresses, jewelry, etc. 

Other components like here the buyer allowed rent in 

exchange of money as a value which is also paid in various 

forms like net banking, ATMs of respective banks, etc. 

It also has some unique abilities that ensures 

security of both the persons /party. For this the e-mail Id and 
mobile numbers of the respected party owing rent are 

verified and authenticated. It also includes Artificial 

intelligence that enables the user to look for their smartly. 

II. METHODS AND MATERIAL 

We have created website using HTML, CSS, JavaScript, 

PHP for the renting system. We have implemented our 

backend using PHP, MySQL, for user interface.  

We have created login process , User registration 

form, home page , add product page, product detail page by 
using PHP, CSS & HTML for validation we used JavaScript 

validation. 

In the website we created user registration form. 

After user make their account the user data put away in 

database, for this database creation we utilized MySQL. As 

a result of the database user can login more than one time 

without making another record or account. 

We give simple and secure payment system and 

also product searching techniques in an easier way. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

We implement the PERSONALIZE RENTING SYSTEM 

with the help of MySQL, PHP, CSS, and JavaScript. 

Here some elements of the system:  

A. Login process: 

Now creates a php file Class DB_con, Inside this class 

define the database connection. Now inside this create the 

function for username availability, user registration and 

login.(1)DB_con is the constructor function which will 

create localhost connection and database selection.(2)public 

function usernameavailblty () function have one parameter 

which will check the username availability.(3)public 

function registration() function have some parameter which 

will accept inputs from the html registration form.(4)public 

function signin() function will check the user username, 

password is valid or not. 

B. Create a user registration form with the following fields: 

1) Full name 

2) username 

3) Email 

4) Password 

C. Recommendation: 

A product recommendation system is a software tool 

designed to generate and provide suggestions for items or 

content a specific user would like to purchase or engage 

with. Utilizing machine learning techniques and various data 

about both individual products and individual users, the 
system creates an advanced net of complex connections 

between those products and those people. 

There are three basic types of connection a product 

recommendation system creates: 

1) User-product relationships – based on users’ individual 

product preferences. 

2) User-user relationships – based on similar people likely 

having similar product preferences. 

3) Product-product relationships – based on similar or 

complementary products    that can be categorized into 

relevant groups.    
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Product recommendation systems compare and 

rank these connections, and recommend products or content 

accordingly.  

D. Payment Method: 

Cash on delivery, paytm, online banking (credit card/debit 

card). 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We have create this site with the help of PHP, HTML, CSS 

for database we used MySQL and for validation we used 

JavaScript validation. 

Here we make a registration part by utilizing this 

client can make their account and after login process client 

can utilized this website. 

Inside the site client add product by using add 

product part and another client get that product on lease. 

Additionally we make a home page part at that part client 

search the product which they need and get that product on 
lease. Here we provide a searching techniques in an easier 

way. 

 
Fig. 1: Login process 

 
Fig. 2: create account (user registration) 

 
Fig. 3: home page 

Fig. 4: Product 

Fig. 5: Product detail 
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Fig. 6: My account 

 
Fig. 7: message 

 
Fig. 8: Add product 

V. CONCLUSION 

Here we give an interface between customers to put 

anything on rent or get anything on rent customer use this 

web based leasing framework and put their garments, 

accessories, home appliances on rent and use that things and 
furthermore win cash. 

Here we give some feature like login process, user 

registration form, home page for easy search, easy and 

secure payment system. 

Here we give appropriate security to the clients and 

we make include add product part for administrator & 

product detail part for customers. 
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